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U-Roast, an international company based in Scotland, is
where the innovative roasting machine is constructed,
upgrating the level of experience that a 3rd wave coffee
shop can offer.
At the same time, we import top quality green coffee
beans using blends and origins from 4 different
continents and 8 different countries. The beans arrive
in 2kg kraft bags with degassing valve. This way we
ensure proper storage conditions - a critical factor for
the quality of the final coffee cup. However, the benefit
is not only on flavor but we also save space and money,
as we don’t use the traditional way of transportation
and storage -in 60kg bags- which would force you to
stock the green coffee for a longer period of time in
order to create your own house blend.
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T H E N E W 3 RD WAV E
COFFEE CONCEPT
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We adress to those of you who want to be an active
part of the production process, to be able to choose
the kind of bean that you want to roast and the roast
profile based on the result of the cup you want to
achieve. In other words, to those of you that want to
be difference!
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02. WHOM WE
ADRESS TO

WHEN IT COMES TO
Q UA L I T Y, YO U WA N T
IT TO BE ARTISAN!

“

Ιf everyone sells top-quality coffee,
how do we differentiate ourselves?
The answer?

”

In-House Coffee Roasting!
The U-Roast Micro Roaster roasts 2kg per cycle, enabling you to
roast your own artisan coffee directly on your bar counter; fresh
coffee at your location! The Micro Roaster is easy to use and will
require only a little of your valuable time!
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Coffee consumption around the world is changing. In an
increasingly competitive environment, coffee brands often ask
the question:
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03. HOW DOES IT WORK
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Choose your programme.

Choose your coffee.
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Pull drawer to release beans.

Pour in coffee beans.
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Roast for 20 minutes.

Lift handle to release beans.
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STATE-OF-THE-ART
COFFEE BEAN
ROASTING TECHNOLOGY
Historically, coffee roasting has been an art form equivalent
to that of gourmet cooking, requiring many years of
experience under the watchful eye of a master roaster. Recent
developments by U-Roast have combined advancements in
computer technology with the art and passion necessary to
create the finest coffees.
The U-Roast System is a computer controlled, convection air
roaster. This system is the key to simple, consistent gourmet
coffee roasting. It is not only simple to operate; it has several
advantages over the traditional “drum roasting” method:

¬ Convection Air Roasting
¬ Efficient chaff separation
¬ Precise time and temperature
¬ Precise cooling process
¬ Quality Coffee

UNEVEN ROAST

TRADITIONAL SOLID
Drum Roasting
¬ Burring chaff releases smoke, contaminants.
¬ Brunt taste from over roasted surface, burning chaff.
¬ In lighter roasts, inside can be under roasted,
contributing a sour or grassy taste.

¬ Water content can be released too early by high
temps, reducing carmelization.
¬ Consistency depends upon operator; often varies
form roast to roast.

IRRESISTABLE, RICH TASTE

THE UNIQUE RESULT OF THE U-ROAST MICRO ROASTER!
Traditional drum roasters roast beans unevenly- the exterior of the bean is typically roasted much darker than the interior. This
can result un unwanted tastes such as bitterness or even a grassy, sour taste from the under-roasted interior. In contrast, U-ROAST
Convection Roasting ensures even roast development throughout each bean, resulting in pure taste at the desired roast profile.

EVEN ROAST

U-ROAST
Convection Roasting
¬ Beans roasted gently by hot air.
¬ Chaff and small particles are blown away by air stream;
¬
¬
¬
¬

not present later to affect taste.
Narrow roast profiles attained (inside and outside of
bean roasted to same degree).
No bitter or sour tastes.
Water released slowly for optimum carmelization.
Consistency delivered by computerized roastmaster;
same roast profile every time.
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U-Roast Micro Roaster
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04. MICRO-ROASTER
AT YOUR LOCATION

The Micro Roaster comes with an elegant stand which is easily
combined with all kinds of decoration and can be adapted in
such way in order to meet the unique needs of your business.
The visitor will not only have the chance to smell the freshly
roasted coffee but will also notice the presence of the Micro
Roaster machine, wanting to learn more about it and taste
its results. The upgraded presence of the machine offers an
interesting interaction with the clients, maximizing the benefits
for your business.
What is more, your brand will be benefited by the promotion
actions of U-Roast Μicro Roast in all medias.
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The presence of the Micro Roaster at your coffee shop will
transform it into a coffee tasting center.

IN-HOUSE

Coffee Roasting

3D view

page
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05. SPECIALITY GREEN
COFFEE BEANS
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We supply quality green

Countries

coffee beans from

8 different countries and
4 different continents.

coffee beans from:

4
Continents
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COLOMBIAN SUPREMO COFFEE
El Boton is a unique coffee for a number of
reasons. The variety of coffee is very exotic, a
long-standing tradition, and the quality of the
process that can be easily identified in the
appearance of the bean itself, the exquisite
aroma, its balanced cup, and the beautiful
roasting that can be given to these beans.

COLOMBIA
EL BOTON FARM
El Boton is a single state coffee farm which has been planting coffee
trees from the Maragogipe variety since 1931. The farm has a very
special ecosystem: this land is located at 1350 metres above sea level,
has an annual precipitation of 2400mm, and has humidity and soil
conditions for growing the best Maragogipe beans in the market.
In addition they have a farm shade growth production. The shade
gives the beans the right humidity and temperature conditions to
create the right cup characteristics. The beans are handpicked from the
branch only when ripe and are carefully dried and selected.

COFFEE PROFILE
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LIMU FINCA COFFEE
This coffee is medium-bodied and well
balanced, with a spicy winey flavour and
full citrus acidity, soft berry undertones,
chocolate and floral notes.

ETHIOPIA
OROMIA COFFEE FARMERS
COOPERATIVE UNION
In the southwest Ethiopian region of Limu, the Oromia Coffee Farmers
Cooperative is a union of 34 small cooperatives benefiting over 22,000
smallholder farmer members. Oromia is the region where coffee first
originated.
Limu coffee is grown at about 1100-1800m above sea level.
OCFCU pays 70% of its net profit back to the cooperatives and the
cooperatives also pay 70% of their profit to the member farmers. This
shows that farmers are benefited by being paid three times in one coffee
season. The life of farmers has improved and they now have social service
in their village.

COFFEE PROFILE
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HUEHUETENANGO COFFEE
Huehuetenango has very sweet aromatics, laced
with floral and fruited elements, and sugar coated
nuts. Hot water builds on the fruitiness, as well as
layers of bitter-sweet chocolate. Its flavours are
complimented with a silky body and a well balanced
citric acidity. It’s a nice marriage of flavours which
change places more than once into a sweet finish.

GUATEMALA
HUEHUETENANGO GUATEMALA FARM
In the northwest of Guatemala, on the border with Mexico,
Huehuetenango is located at the foot of the Cuchumatanes, the
highest non-volcanic mountain range in Central America; it is one of
the best regions in Guatemala for coffee production.
Although primarily a mountainous region, with altitudes ranging
from 850 to 3,700 metres, the region has an extraordinary variety
of ecosystems (from subtropical forest to pine thickets). Coffee is
practically a monoculture in Huehuetenango and the local economy
depends on its export.
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YELLOW ICATU NATURAL COFFEE
This coffee features a sweet taste and its fragrance
includes notes of fresh walnuts and almonds. Its
body becomes pronounced with smooth acidity.
The natural processing means this coffee has
a very well balanced, vibrant taste due to its
pleasant acidity. It features a sweet body and rich
blackberry undertones.

BRAZIL
FAZENDA RIO VERDE
Rio Verde was founded in 1887 and is one of the oldest farms in Brazil.
Located in the heart of the Mantiqueira de Minas Mountains, this 1500
hectares farm is a true natural sanctuary, where coffees are grown at
elevations of up to 1300m above sea level, surrounded by virgin forests,
waterfalls, springs and hiking trails.
The Rio Verde Institute was created in 2003 to organize and encourage our
employees’ community integration activities by motivating, supporting
and participating in social and educational initiatives, becoming a
reference in environmental education and involvement within its area of
operation.
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PLANTATION FANCY A COFFEE
A coffee with a rich aroma and sweet acidity,
filled with deep flavours of nuts and malt, and
finishing with sweetness and flecks of acidity
which makes a well-balanced cup.

INDIA
PAMBADAMPARA FARM
Situated at an altitude of 1127m, the estate was first developed by JJ
Murphy, often referred to as the pioneer of planters in India. It owns
the reputation of being the first organized cardamom plantation of the
country.
Coffee was introduced here as early as 1965. Now spread over 1000
acres of prolific coffee plantation interspersed with forest trees.
Pambadampara Farm is the winner of the Regional Fine Cup Award,
instituted by Indian Coffee Board, for washed Arabicas continuously
for the last 8 years. It is now run by S.B Prabhakar, the 4th generation
planter, who is steadily making valuable additions to enrich the estate.
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KENTA/MT HAGEN COFFEE
A smooth-bodied coffee with a pleasant
aftertaste. Clean and consistent with berry,
cedar, malt and tea-like notes.

PAPUA
NEW GUINEA
GOROKA
PNG coffees are revered for their interesting acidity and high variety. Kenta
A grade is grown in the Eastern Highlands of Papua New Guinea on the outskirts of the town of Gorοka at an altitude of 1.600m above sea level.
Many New Guinea plantations are actually collections of traditional “coffee
gardens”, small plots of as little as 20 plants grown alongside subsistence
crops. With increased introduction of modern processing methods, these
already incredible coffees continue to grow in quality and consistency.
The labour in the processing operation is from the surrounding villages and
ranges through the year from 20 up to 60 people in the peak season (this
does not include the clan cherry pickers). The total community in the area
who rely on the coffee exports is around 10.000 to 12.000 people.
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INDONESIAN COFFEE
Stunningly different – unlike most Indonesian coffees, this has clean and distinct citrus edge to it.
Bright tangerine flavours and a zesty body make
this a unique Indonesian coffee due to its unique
varietal.

JAVA
INDONESIA
BAYUKIDUL FARM JAVA
The Bayukidul Estate is a 100 hectare coffee plantation located in the
heart of East Java amongst small-hold clove and sugar cane farms. The
coffee is grown at some 900-1.200m around the village of Bondowoso,
on the lower slopes of two active volcanoes. This terrain is highly fertile
and ideal for growing these specialty coffees.
During the 1600s, the Dutch introduced coffee to Southeast Asia. They
brought coffee trees to places like Bali and Sumatra, where it’s still
grown today. Another island they began planting coffee on was Java,
and it’s from this island that the name “java” arose.
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MOCHA MATARI COFFEE
Very fragrant with wild, exotic flavour notes.
Tangy and acidic, winey with a long, clean
finish and characteristic dark chocolate
mouthfeel.

YEMEN
BANI MATTAR REGION
Authentic Mocha coffee is from Yemen and Matari coffee is perhaps
its best known. This is very high altitude coffee, grown between 1.9802.130m, resulting in small concentrated beans.
Not much has changed over the centuries as to how Yemen coffee is
processed. In the manner of all natural coffees the fruit pulp and skin
are left to dry while still attached to the beans. Once dried the husk is
removed using a millstone. The varietals used in growing this coffee are
ancient, heirloom species.
Roast it lightly and unevenly to accentuate the acidity and wild character.
Dark roasts, which often mask delicate flavors and floral notes in some
coffees, can bring out hidden depth with this one.
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E N V I R O Ν M E N TA L LY F R I E N D LY

SELL MORE COFFEE

You can sell any surplus beans you roast to individual outlets
or directly to customers in our recycled 100g or 200g
paper bags.
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An important part of our strategy is recycling. This is why
we supply you with naturally green jute bags to carry and
store your green coffee beans.
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07. F R E Q U E N T LY AS K E D
QUESTIONS
How much does the roasting process
last?

Choose the coffee you want to roast and the
desired roasting profile. The Micro Roaster
will be pre-heated and when it reach the right
temperature a warning sound will notify you
to release the beans and start roasting. After
aproximately 25-27’ another warning sound will
let you know that roasting is finished and the
coffee is cold (the U-Roast Micro Roaster cools
the coffee inside the drum).

It depends on the selected profile but most of the
times it will take 20 minutes for a 2kg batch of coffee
to be roasted!

Do i need to have knowledge on
coffee roasting?
Only certain basic knowledge that will be
provided to you by U-Roast.

Can i roast any coffee variety
i want?
You can choose from any variety of green
coffee beans that we provide you with.

Can i roast every day?
If you wish to do so! There is no limitation on the
roasting days and hours.

How many different roast profiles
are there?
You can select between 10 different profiles
depending on the roast level you wish to have.

Do i need to obtain any special
permision to install and use the
machine in my location?
No. The Micro Roaster machine does not require
propane in order to funtion, its engine force is lower
than 37kw and its thermal force is lower than 70kw.

Do i have to buy the machine?
No! We provide it to you with a flexible lending
program.

What effect will it have to my
business?
Placing the U-Roast Micro Roaster at your location
will allow your customers to be present on
the roasting process of your coffee, observing
and smelling the unique aroma of the coffee
beans. This will bring a special character to your
location and your brand. The customers will feel
satisfaction as they will know that what they drink
is a fresh, artisan coffee made by you! Let them
see that you are a real coffee specialist!

What other benefits will i have
from the Micro Roaster?
You will control the production and you will
choose the raw materials by yourself! Moreover,
you will have the opportunity to increase your
revenue by selling your freshly roasted coffee to
customers or other retail companies (packaged in
100g or 200g bags).
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How does the U-Roast Micro
Roaster work?

A FEW FACTS ABOUT THE FASCINATING WORLD OF COFFEE

Did you know?...

Coffee beans are actually
seeds from coffee berries
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Each coffee tree only produces
enough berries for 500g-1kg of
roasted coffee per year

A FEW FACTS ABOUT THE FASCINATING WORLD OF COFFEE

Did you know?...

stronger, harsher

sweeter, milder
CAFFEINE

2,7%

1,5%

2 basic types of
coffee beans

% WORLD’S COFFEE PRODUCTION

about 25%

about 75%

2 cups a day
A 2 cup-a-day coffee drinker will consume the annual harvest of 18 coffee trees
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TASTE

IN-HOUSE

Coffee Roasting

u-roastcoffee.com

